
 
 

I- Match the photos to the descriptions of the characters : 
 

1.  2.  3.  4.  
 

5.  6.  7.  8.  
 

9.  10.  
 
a. Niki Sanders, a single mother who struggles to support her exceptionally gifted young son's private 
school education and whose mirror image has a secret. 
 
b. Claire Bennet,  
a high school cheerleader in Odessa, Texas, who learns through trial-and-error that her flesh is indestructible.  
 
c. Mohinder Suresh,  
a genetics professor at the University of Madras in India whose father's disappearance leads him to uncover a 
secret theory - there are people with extraordinary abilities living among us. 
 
d. Isaac Mendez,  
a heroin-addicted artist whose dark, violent and apocalyptic paintings are actual premonitions of future 
events. 
 
e. Nathan Petrelli,  
Peter's over-achieving brother who is running for political office. He pretends that Peter is delusional with his 
fantasies of flight, but, in actuality, Nathan has a secret of his own. 
 
f. Matt Parkman,  
a down-on-his-luck LAPD beat cop who is starting to hear the thoughts of others, which puts him on the trail 
of an elusive serial killer. 
 
g. Micah Sanders, 
a young genius whose mother is an online stripper and whose father is serving life in prison. 
 
h. Hiro Nakamura, a Tokyo nonconformist computer/anime enthusiast who develops a way to pierce the 
space-time continuum and move back in time through sheer will power. 
 
i. Peter Petrelli,  
a male nurse and politician's younger brother who is plagued by nightmares that he can fly. 
 
j. Simone Deveaux,  
Isaac's beautiful girlfriend who enables his heroin addiction and whose wealthy father is dying. 



II- Complete the following summary with the words below: 
 

girlfriend – politician – thoughts – son – secret – time – destiny – future –  image – 
artist –eclipse – genetics –super powers – serial killer – cheerleader 

As a total _____________ casts its shadow across the globe, a _____________ professor in 
India is led by his father's disappearance to uncover a _____________ theory -- there are 
people with _____________ living among us. A young dreamer tries to convince his 
_____________ brother that he can fly. A high school _____________ learns that she is totally 
indestructible. A Las Vegas stripper, struggling to make ends meet to support her young 
_____________, discovers that her mirror _____________ has a secret. A gifted 
_____________, whose drug addiction is destroying his life and relationship with his 
_____________, can paint the _____________. A down-on-his-luck Los Angeles beat cop can 
hear people's _____________, which puts him on the trail of an elusive _____________. In 
Japan, a young man develops a way to stop _____________ through sheer will power. Their 
ultimate _____________ is nothing less than saving the world…  

III- Use the following expressions to make sentences expressing the characters’ 
capacities: 
Have the ability to do sth / have the capacity to do sth / can / is able to… 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
IV- Look at the trailer again and fill in the blanks: 
 
For thousands of years, ______________________ have shared the same basic traits, but all 
that is about to ________________.  
“Camera ready?” “Yeah, OK ! Oh, my god, oh my god, Claire? Claire?” 
All over the world, ordinary people are discovering extraordinary ________________. 
“This is the single coolest thing that ______________ to town like a hundred of years.” 
“Something is happening to me. I’ve busted every ______________ in my body. I’ve walked 
through ______________ ! And I haven’t got a _______________ on me !” 
“I woke up this morning, and when I got out of bed, my foot hovered off the ground, just for a 
split second, like I was ______________.” 
“Tony, I think I can ______________.” 
“Hey!” “I opened the ______________ this morning and there it is. The exact image I 
________________ three weeks ago.” “This is just a ______________. You could have painted 
it this morning.” “This one I painted this morning.” 
“I’m ______________ voices in my head. I’m hearing people’s ______________.” 
“As crazy as it _______________, there is something to it.” “It’s just a theory” “It’s 
________________.” 
“I need you to know I would never let ______________ happen to you... I can fell someone is 
watching me. Someone that I can’t see… Michael…” 
“Yetta !(???) [I did it]” 
“Did you ever get the _____________ like you were meant to do something ______________?” 
“They’re here, ____________ us, ordinary people finding something ________________ in 
themselves. The world ____________ them, and their time has come.” 
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